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NOTES ON CONFORMAL CHANGES OF RIEMANNIAN METRICS

BY KENTARO YANO AND SUMIO SAWAKI

§ 0. Introduction.

Let M be an ^-dimensional connected differentiable manifold of class C°° and
g a Riemannian metric on M. We denote by (M, g) the Riemannian manifold with
metric tensor g. If the angles between two vectors with respect to g and g* are
always equal at each point of the manifold, the Riemannian metrics g and g* on
M are said to be conformally related, or to be conformal to each other. It is
known that the necessary and sufficient condition for g and g* of M to be conformal
to each other is that there exists a function p on M such that g*=e2pg. We call
such a change of metric g—>#* a conformal change of Riemannian metric.

Let (M, g) and (M', g') be two Riemannian manifolds and π\ M~^Mr a diffeo-
morphism. Then g*=π~1g' is a Riemannian metric on M. When g and #* are
conformally related, that is, when there exists a function p on M such that
g*=e2pg, we call π\ (M,g)—>(M',g') a conformal transformation. In particular,
p=constant, then π is called a homothetic transformation or a homothety and if
p=0, π is called an isometric transformation or an isometry.

The group of all conformal transformations of (M, g) on itself is called a
conformal transformation group, that of all homothetic transformations a homothetic
transformation group and that of all isometric transformations an isometry group.
Let M be covered by a system of coordinate neighborhoods {U;xh} and g^ com-
ponents of the metric tensor g of M with respect to this coordinate system, where
and in the sequel the indices h,i,j,k, run over the range {1,2,3, •••,«}. Let
Pi, Kicjίh, Kji and K be the operator of covarient differentiation with respect to
Christoffel symbols {$} formed with gjif the curvature tensor, the Ricci tensor and
the scalar curvature respectively.

If a vector field vh defines an infinitesimal conformal transformation, then vh

satisfies

Xv9jt = PjVi+PiVj=2pgju

where χυ denotes the operator of Lie differentiation with respect to vh, Vi=gihv
h

and

p= — PiV\n

If vh defines an infinitesimal homothetic transformation, then p is a constant
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and if vh defines an infinitesimal isometry, then p is zero.
One of the present authors (Yano [12]) proved

THEOREM A. // a compact orientable Riemannian manifold M of dimension
n>2 with K—constant admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal transfor-
mation vh: £vgjί=2pgji, p^ constant such that

where

and pι=Vip} ρn—piQih

y dV being the volume element of M, then M is isometric to
a sphere.

THEOREM B. // a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension n>2 with
scalar curvature K= constant admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal
transformation vh such that

or

where

then M is isometric to a sphere.

These theorems cover those of Goldberg and Kobayashi [2], [3], [4], Hsiung
[6L [7], [8], and Lichnerowicz [10]. For further generalizations of Theorem A and
B, see Yano and Sawaki [16].

One of the present authors (Yano [14]) proved

THEOREM C. // M is a compact orientable Riemannian manifold of dimension
n>2 and admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal trasformation vh:
=2ρgji, p^constant such that

and

then M is conformal to a sphere.
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THEOREM D. // M is a compact orientable Riemannian manifold of dimension
n>2 and admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal transformation vh:
£vQji=Zpgju p^constant such that

XvK=0,

•-M Kydvd
n — l JM JM

or

(XvK=0,

then M is isometric to a sphere.

The Riemannian manifolds with scalar curvature not necessarily constant
admitting an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal transformation have been
studied by the present authors (Yano and Sawaki [17]).

On the other hand, Goldberg and one of the present authors (Goldberg and
Yano [5]) proved

THEOREM E. Let (M, g) be a compact Riemannian manifold with scalar curva-
ture K=constant and admitting a non-homothetic conformal change g*=e2pg of
metric such that K^—K. Then if

where u=e~p, Ui = FiU, uh=Uigih, then M is isometric to a sphere.

Generalizing this theorem, Obata and one of the present authors (Yano and
Obata [15]) proved

THEOREM F. // a compact orientable Riemannian manifold M of dimension
n>2 admits a conformal change of metric such that

where du=gJ'ΨjFiU, then M is conformal to a sphere.

THEOREM G. // a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension ri>2 and
with K= constant admits a conformal change of metric such that

then M is isometric to a sphere.
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THEOREM H. // a compact orientable Riemannian manifold M of dimension
n>2 admits a conformal change of metric such that

then M is conformal to a sphere.

THEOREM I. // a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension n>2 and
with K= constant admits a conformal change of metric such that

then M is isometric to a sphere.

THEOREM J. // a compact orientable Riemannian manifold M of dimension
n>2 admits a conformal change of metric such that

(Ju)KdV=0,
M

where

Wkji

h=aZkji

h+biδlGji - δ)Gu+Gk

hgji - Gjhgki),

a and b being constant, then M is conformal to a sphere.

THEOREM K. // a compact orientable Riemannian manifold M of dimension
ri>2 and with K=constant admits a conformal change of metric such that

then M is isometήc to a sphere.

THEOREM L. // a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension ri^2 admits
a conformal change of metric such that

K*=K, XDuK=0,

where XBU denotes the Lie derivative with respect to uh=ghίFiU, then M is isometric
to a sphere.

THEOREM M. // a compact Riemannian manifold Mof dimension n>2 admits
a conformal change of metric such that

K*=K, XDuK=0,

then M is isometric to a sphere.
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THEOREM N. // a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension n>2 admits
a conformal change of metric such that

K*=K, XDuK=0, Z*MjikZ**Jih=ZkJihZ*'th,

then M is isometric to a sphere.

THEOREM 0. // a compact Riemannian manifold Mof dimension ri>2 admits
a conformal change of metric such that

K*=K, XDuK=0,

then M is isometήc to a sphere.

To prove these theorems, they used

THEOREM P. (Obata [11]) // a complete Riemannian manifold M of dimension
^.2 admits a non-constant function u such that

where c is a positive constant, then M is isometric to a sphere of radius 1/c in
(n+T)-dimensional Euclidean space.

THEOREM Q. (Yano and Obata [15]) If a complete Riemannian manifold M
of dimension n^.2 admits a non-constant function u such that

XDuK= 0, FjFiU Δugji=0,

then M is isometric to a sphere.

The main purpose of the present paper is to get generalizations of Theorems
F~O.

We assume that the Riemannian manifold M we consider is compact and
orientable. If M is not orientable, we have only to take an orientable double
covering space of M.

% 1. Preliminaries (See also Yano and Obata [15]).

We consider a conformal change

(1.1) θ*jt=

of the metric of a Riemannian manifold M and denote by i2* the quantity formed
with gr* by the same rule as that Ω is formed with g.

First of all we have
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* ) * =(1. 2) { .)

where

from which

(1.3) K%-ih=Kkji
h-δϊpji+δh

jPki-pichgji+pjhgu,

where

pβ=Vjpi - pjpi + ~2 ptp^ju pjh=pjigih>

and consequently

(1.4) K^ji=Kji-{n-2)Pji-pt

tgjii

(1.5) e2pK*=K-2{n-l)Pt\

where

pί = Δp+ ^~- pφ\ Δp=gjiVjPi.

We also have

(1. 6) G*ji=Gji-(n-2Wjpί-pjpi)+~ϊ-(Jp
lib

(1.7)

— {Δp-pφt){δh

kgji-δh

jgki))

j

(1.8)
h) +pjP)gkι +

If we put

(1.9) u=e~p, Ui = PiU,

then we have

(1.10) VjUi = - u(Vjpi - pjpi),

(1.11) Ju=-u(Δp-pφt),

and consequently
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(1.12) K*=υ?K+2{n-l)uΔu-n{n-l)utu\

(1.13) G*ji=Gji+(n-2)Pji,

(1.14) Z*kji

h=Zkji

h+Qkji

h,

(1.15) W*kji

h = Wkji

h+{a+(n - 2)b}Qkji\

where

(1.16) Pjt=u'1(PjUi- ^Δugj^j,

(1.17) Qkji
h=δh

kPji-δΊPu+Pk

hgJi-Pjhgk,,

and

From (1.16) and (1.17), we find

(1.18) PJiPJi=u-*\(Fjui)(PJui)--(Juγ

{ n

and

(1.19) QkmQkJih=i(n-2)PJiP^

respectively.

We also have, from (1.13), (1.14) and (1.15).

(1.20) G

(1.21) Z

and

(1. 22)
4( - 2){a+(n -

respectively.

For the expression GjiPJi, we have, from (1.16),

(1.23)

where F^=

First of all, we prove

PROPOSITION 1.1. If a compact orient able Riemannian manifold M of di
mension n with K= constanf>0 admits a conformal change of metric such that
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(1.24) K*^K=constant>0,

then

(i) for n^2, we have

^[ u~ιdV.
M JM JM

If the equality holds somewhere then the conformal change is homothetic.
(ii) for n^£, we have

^[ u~*dV.
M JM

If the equality holds, the conformal change is homothetic.

Proof, ( i) We have, from (1.12),

Δu = — — (K^u-1 -Ku) + — nu~ιUiU\
Z{n1) Δ

and conseqnently, using the assumption K*^K,

(1. 24) Δu=^w, ^Kiu^-^ + wnu^UiU
Z[n—1) Δ

Multiplying by (1+&)""1 and integrating over M, we find

[ {l+uy^udV^ o,
 1

 1λ \ K(u-λ-
JM Δ{n—1) JM

Noting that

= [
JM

we have

Δ{n—1) JM

( L 2 5 )
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from which

that is,

JM

On the other hand, we have

[
JM

and consequently

[
JM

But, we know that

( (X-u-WV^O,
JM

and consequently

^ 2-u)dV
M JM J

(1. 26)

from which

M JM JM JM JM

We assume that the equality holds for a fixed p:

[ updV=[ u^dV.
JM JM

Then, from (1. 26), we have

[
JM

and consequently, from (1. 25),

Utut=^)1 ut=0
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from which

u=constant

and hence the conformal change is homothetic.
(ii) Multiplying (1. 24) by (1+w2) and integrating over M, we find

(1.27)

from which, for n^£,

and consequently

Λ u~3dV.
M JM

If the equality holds, we have, from (1. 27),

[ u-'utu'dV^O,
JM

from which

utu
ι=0, ut=constant

and consequently

u=constant

and the conformal change is homothetic.

§ 2. Lemmas.

LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that a compact orientable Riemannian manifold M admits
a conformal change of metήc such that

then
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u*-1GJiu*UtdV+[
JM

(i)

4-

(ii) [ j [

Proof, (i) From (1.18), we have

from which, multiplying by uv~λ and integrating over M,

\
ft JM

M

—(/>-l)ϊ u»-*UiUiΛudV+ —
n JM n

+ (p)[ i4udV+[
n JM n ) M

where we have used

Therefore we have

(2.1) - ί up-
JM

n

Substituting
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Δu — — — (K*U~ι — Ku) + — f
Δ\fl — 1 ) Δ

into (2.1), we have

Δ(n—1)

Δ(tι—I)
dV

- ^ ί Γ UV-1

n jM
Δ{n—1)

-φ)U.)UJUi

-\nu~\u0f\dV
Δ

Δ{n—1)

Δ{n—1)
dV

and consequently

2 ' 2

— 1 )
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(ii) We put ra-h£-2=0, that is

in the equation above, then we get the equation to be proved.

LEMMA 2. 2. Suppose that a compact orientable Riemannian manifold M admits
a conformal change of metric such that

(i) £DUK=0, then

[ (u-zλ*-uλ)dV=(n-2)2[ uPji
JM JM

(ϋ) XDUK=0, £DUK*=0, then

[
JM

where

Proof (i) From (1. 20) and (1. 23), we find

(2.2) u-^-uX=2(n-2)GjiF^+(n-2)2uPjiPJ\

Integrating (2. 2) over M, we obtain

[ (u-*λ*-uλ)dV=2(n-2)[ GjiF^uidV+(n-2)2[
JM JM JM

= - ( W ~ 2 ) 2 \ £DuKdV+(β-2γ\
n JM JM

by virtue of

and consequently, under the assumption XDUK=Q, we have

[ (u-*λ*-uλ)dV=(n-2)2[ uPjiP^dV.

(ii) Multiplying (2. 2) by u~n+2 and integrating over M, we find

[ (u-n~1λ*-u-n+sλ)dV=2(n-2)[ u-n+2GJiP
JuidV+(n-2)2[ u~MP

= 2(n-2)2[ u-^GjtuWdV- ^"^ [ u-n+2XDuKdV+(n-2)2[ vr
JM n JM JM
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from which, substituting

M

obtained from (ii) of Lemma 2.1,

LEMMA 2. 3. Suppose that a compact oήentable Riemannian manifold M admits
a conformal change of metric such that

(i) XDUK=0, then

[ (u-Bμ*-uμ)dV=4:(n-2)[
JM J

(ϋ) XDUK=0, XDuK*=0, then

where

μ=Zk

Proof, (i) From (1. 21) and (1. 23), we find

(2.3) u-sμ*

Integrating over M, we obtain

[ (u-3μ*-uμ)dV=s[
JM JM

= _ 4 ( n - 2 ) Γ

n JM

from which, under the assumption XDUK=0,

[ (u-sμ*-uμ)dV=4(n-2)[
JM JM

(ii) Multiplying (2. 3) by u~n+2 and integrating over M, we find

M

8(«-2)ϊ u-^GjiuWdV- 4 ( ^~ 2 ) [ u-n+2XDuKdV+4(n-2)[
JM n JM JM
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from which, using (ii) of Lemma 2.1,

LEMMA 2. 4. Suppose that a compact oήentάble Riemannian manifold M admits
a conformal change of metric such that

(i) XDUK=0, then

[ (u-sv*-uv)dV=Hn-2){a+(n-2)b}2[
M J

(ϋ) £DUK=0, £DUK*=0, then

where

v = Wkm

Proof, (i) From (1. 22) and (1. 23), we find

(2.4) u-\^-uv=S{a+(

Integrating over M, we obtain

f
IMn

from which, under the assumption XDUK=Q,

[ (u-sv*-uv)dV=4(n-2){a+(n-2)b}2[
JM JM

(ii) Multiplying (2. 4) by u~n+2 and integrating

(u-n-1v*-u-n+sv)dV=8{a+(n-2)b}2[ u-n+*G
JM

=8(»-2){a+(n-2)b}2[ u-^G^uHV- 4 ^ - 2 ) ^ + ^ ~ 2 W 2 C u-
n+2χDuKdV

jM n jM

+4(n-2){a+(n-2)b}2[ u-^
JM
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from which, using (ii) of Lemma 2.1,

JM

% 3. Theorems.

THEOREM 3.1. If a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension n^
admits a conformal change of metric g*=e2pg such that

u*λ={(μ-l)φ+l}λ*

where p is a real number such that p^A and ψ a differentiable non-negative func-
tion of M, then M is isometήc to a sphere.

In particular, for the case p=i and ^=0, we have the same conclusion without
the condition

Proof. We first compute

[ (μλ-u-*λ*)dV-[ (u-n+n-u-n-

(3.1) = ί [u-n+s(un-2-l)λ-u-n-\un-2-l)λ*]dV
JM

[
JM

On the other hand, we have

C (un-2-l)(u-n+zλ-u-n-ιλ*)dV-\ u-n-\un-2-l)(u4-p-l)λ*dV
JM JM

= [ (un-2-l)(u-n+3λ-u-n+5-pλ*)dV
JM

But, we have by assumption

upλ-λ*=(μ-ΐ)φλ*

and consequently
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-\ u-n-\un-2-V)(uA-p-l)λ*dv
M

because

u>0,

Thus we have

(3.2) [ {u^-Vjiu-^λ-u-^λ^dV^X u-n-\un-2-l)(u4-p-T)λ*dV.
JM JM

Since p^i, we have

and consequently

JM

Thus, from (3.1) and (3. 2), we find

But, from (i) of Lemma 2. 2, we have

0^( (uλ-u-*λ*)dV
J

and consequently

M

Thus from (ii) of Lemma 2. 2 and the above equation, we conclude

from which

/ 1 \
1=0,
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or

VjUi dugji=0.

Thus, by Theorem Q, M is isometric to a sphere.
If p~A and ̂ = 0 , from (i) of Lemma 2. 2, we have immediately Pji=0 and

condition XDUK*=0 is not necessary.

COROLLARY. // a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension n^3 admits
a conformal change of metήc g*=e2Pg such that

XDUK=0, XDuK*=0,

upλ=λ*

then M is isometric to a sphere.

Proof. In the condition

{(u-ΐ)φ+l}λ*=upλ

of the theorem, we put φ=0 and get

λ*=upλ.

THEOREM 3. 2. If a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension n^
admits a conformal change of metric g*=e2pg such that

0y XDuK*=0

where p is a real number such that p^A and φ is a differentiάble non-negative
function of M, then M is isometric to a sphere.

In particular, for the case p=i and φ=0, we have the same conclusion without
the condition XDUK*=0.

Proof. In the proof of Theorem 3.1, we replace λ by μ and λ* by #* and use
Lemma 2. 3 instead of Lemma 2. 2.

COROLLARY. // a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension n^3 admits
a conformal change of metric g*=e2Pg such that

XDuK=0,

Upμ=μ*
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then M is isometric to a sphere.

THEOREM 3. 3. // a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension n^
admits a conformal change of metric g*=e2pg such that

XDUK=0, XDUK*=0,

where p is a real number such that p^A and ψ is a differentiάble non-negative
function of M, then M is isometric to a sphere.

In particular, for the case p=4 and φ=0, we have the same conclusion without
the condition XDUK*=0.

Proof. In the proof of Theorem 3.1, we replace λ by v and Λ* by v* and use
Lemma 2. 4 instead of Lemma 2. 2.

COROLLARY. // a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension n^3 admits
a conformal change of metric g*=e2Pg such that

then M is isometric to a sphere.

THEOREM 3.4. // a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension n^A with
K— constant and λ {or μ, or v) = constantyO admits a conformal change of metric
such that

λ^λ* {or μl^μ* or v^v

then the conformal change is homothetic.

Proof. From Lemma 2.1, (i), we have

and consequently, if λ=constant >0, then we have
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On the other hand, we have, from Proposition 1.1, (ii),

and consequently

[ (u-u~s)dV=0.
M

Thus, again by Proposition 1.1, (ii), the conformal change is homothetic.

We can prove the same conclusion for μ=constant>0 and v=constant>0.
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